Designed to help you understand, develop, and implement better grain marketing practices to enhance your financial well-being.
Available 24 hours each day, 7 days a week, anywhere you can make an internet connection -your home computer-the local library-a cyber cafe in Mexico City-

**WHO?** Farmers and ag professionals across the Midwest interested in increased financial well-being resulting from better risk management. **WHAT?** Advanced Grain Marketing will help you understand market fundamentals, learn to use marketing tools to protect prices and reduce risk, and develop your own plan for marketing grain. **LEARN** how to evaluate and apply marketing strategies appropriate for your farm. **FEATURING** you, your peers, and an eight member teaching team. **CONCEPTS** • Connecting weather and market outlook • Applying risk assessment • Interpreting USDA balance sheets • Understanding technical indicators **OPPORTUNITIES** To network and form peer groups independent of time and location.